
 

Mel Multi Strategies 

We are really getting somewhere with the multiple betting strategies that we were discussing last 
week. 
There's been plenty of feedback with good suggestions and I will provide an update in a day or two.  
With a few simple filters we have doubled the profit rate. Watch this space. 

  

InForm Perth 

Some members are experiencing difficulty in classifying the Perth races in order to apply the InForm Strategy 

rules. 

The races seemed to be described with extra information last Saturday. For example: race 3 was described as a 

3-year-old handicap which is normal but the extra info (3yo Hcp 62+) was something we hadn’t seen before 

and therefore did not allow for in the rules. 

 For the purposes of the InForm Strategy plan, 2yo races and 3yo races are not subject to BM rating 

restrictions 

 Similarly with race 2. It was a 2ys+ One Metro Win Handicap. That’s all we needed to classify it as a Hcp 1MW 

but the extra bracketed info (Grad Hcp 60+) made it unclear as to whether this should be treated as BM 60 race. 

By the way, 2ys+ does not mean 2yo race it means 2yo and over. 

 To prevent any further confusion, I will provide, on race morning, a list of the upcoming races with their 

InForm Strategy classification.  

This has to be done well before the ratings are available so it can’t contain the actual horse names and final 

qualifiers.  

You can easily apply the rules in a couple of minutes when the ratings come through. 

  



The list will be included on the InForm current raceday page (online and App)

 

  



 

It will look like this. 

 

When the selections come through, the following rules are applied in order: 

 

$200 “Specials” that qualify (Rule 4) get a $200 bet regardless of the classification.   
Other qualifiers in races less than 1400m get $150 and 
Qualifiers in races >=1400m are allocated $100. 

This is how Saturday’s set ended up:  
Kaptain Kaos $150,  
Some Sort $200 and  
Clairvoyance $200. 

 



 

The six top-rated winners in Perth took the top-rated win tally to 12 for 24 for Mel-Syd-Perth on Saturday. 

4-8 Syd for $810 net $100 lev stakes profit 

2-7 Mel + $235 

6-9 Perth + $540 

12-24 + $1,585  

Of course, backing every top-rater is not an Elite  strategy but it is a good test of ratings accuracy! 

 

Regards 

 

Larry 

 


